General Guidelines
Please acknowledge Utah Humanities and the National Endowment for the Humanities as donors in your current fiscal year in all printed and electronic materials, including advertisements and publicity materials, and whenever written or verbal presentations are made.

Required Logos
Please use our Utah Humanities logo and the official NEH seal, both of which can be downloaded from the ARP page on our website and are included here for reference.

Required Credit Language
Please use the following credit language in all printed and electronic materials, including advertisements and publicity materials, and whenever written or verbal presentations are made.

This program is supported in part by the National Endowment for the Humanities and Utah Humanities as part of the American Recovery Plan (ARP) Act. Any views, findings, conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this (article, book, exhibition, film, program, database, report, Web resource), do not necessarily represent those of the National Endowment for the Humanities or Utah Humanities.”